
INTERNAL ROULES

Happy to host you, we invite you to read our internal rules.
Our small rules are not only prescribed by law but, above all, dictated by common sense and 

mutual respect.

1) The reservation request can be made directly from the website www.campo24roma.it, 
WhatsApp, e-mail or by Aìrbnb platform. You will receive from us a confirmation of your 
reservation by mail with all the informations related to the payment methods. The request 
for cancellation must be sent by e-mail to infocampo24@gmail.com and it’s accepted at the 

following conditions: 3 days before the date of arrival you don’t have to pay anythng. 
Anyway cancellations or changes made after this deadline or in case of no-show, the cost 

of the first night will be charged.

2) The balance of the reservation must be made upon arrival at the time of delivery of the 
keys and can be made by credit card, debit card, by wire transfer or cash. checks and 
rechargeable cards are not accepted. In case of early departure there is no refund. At the 
daily rate for your room will be added the amount of the city tax of Rome, equivalent to the 

sum of € 3.5 for person  (except children under 10 years of age).

3) Valid identity documents must be presented upon arrival (Passport or Identity Card) for 
the purposes of the registrations required by current legislation. Failure to comply with this 
obligation constitutes a violation of the provisions of the criminal code and authorizes us 
to request the immediate abandonment of Campo24. The data of our guests are treated in 

accordance with the current privacy legislation.

4) Check-in The delivery of rooms is scheduled after 14:00, except different needs of our 
guests. If you will tell us 2 days before all the info and delays we need, time  and mode arrival 
(car/train/plane-flight..), we will be able to welcome you in the best way avoiding 

unnecessary waiting. 

5) Check-out Rooms must be vacated no later than 1o:00 am.

6) In the poly-functional area is possible to spend a pleasant moment of re-possession. 
At your disposal water, sweets and coffee. 

7) It is forbidden to consume food in the rooms and turn on your own stove. 
In accordance with regional legislation, as well as for safety and respect of other guests, 

we do not allow the use of stoves.
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8) Being our accommodation designed as a Guest House  the cleaning of the single rooms 
and the change of bed linen and towels is ecxpected to be done every 3 days.  For daily 
change there is a supplement of € 7. If you have sweet pets with you we have to ask a 

supplement of € 7 for more deep cleaning.

9) It is absolutely forbidden to smoke in all the appartment. It is not possible to smoke even 
in the balcony and it is also strictly forbidden to throw objects from it. The observance of 
these rules arises from the need to protect and respect those who do not smoke and who 

will come after you, as well as from the rules of fire prevention.

10) Campo24 do not have safety deposit boxes therefore we invite you not to leave any 
effect of unattended value in the rooms, bathrooms and common areas. We invite guests 
always to close doors and windows. Campo24 declines any responsibility for the loss, theft 
or damage of objects left in the rooms, bathrooms and common areas and for any damage 
to persons or property to and from third parties. Any damage must be declared and 

refunded immediately to the house manager.

11) In compliance with the regulation of Campo24 and the rules of the Municipal Police, we 
invite you to observe the silence in the time slot between 2.00 pm and 4.00 pm and from 

10.00 pm to 8.00 am.

12) It is strictly forbidden to receive visits and additional guests. 

13) We recommend a correct and civil use of the bathrooms: please do not throw anything 
into the toilet wc, use the  trash cans. 

14) Animals are allowed but they can not enter in the common rooms. Please respect other 
guest!

Certain of your kind cooperation, we remain available for any clarification and wish you a 
pleasant stay.


